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Twelver Shi'ism as State Religion in Mongol Iran: 
An Abortive Attempt, Recorded and Remembered1 

JUDITH PFEIFFER 

Given its fundamental importance both for the individual and for 
entire societies, conversion in Islam is a phenomenon that modern 
scholars have paid far too little attention to. Mongol conversions in 
particular have often been seen as manifestations of the almost 
legendary Mongol "religious tolerance", if not simply interpreted as 
acts of political "opportunism".2 This paper is an attempt at a more 
differentiated approach, and an invitation to explore what Muslim 
contemporary sources have to say on the topic. 

As the object for this study I chose a person who is famous for 
his colorful conversion history: the Ilkhän Öljeytü (r. 703-716/ 
1304-1316).3 He literally reenacted all the stages of conversion his 

1 This paper was presented on November 20, 1996, at the Orient-Institut der 
Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, Istanbul. I am indebted to Prof. John 
Woods and the participants in the seminar "The Mongol World Empire" (the 
University of Chicago, Winter 1996), for the inspiration to this paper. 

2 DeWeese 1994, pp. 100-101, fh. 73. 
3 Sultan Öljeytü was known under several names, the most frequently used ones 

being "Öljeytü" (his Mongol name), and "Muhammad Khudäbanda" (his 
Muslim name, a Persianate form for 'Abd Allah, 'Servant of God'). Hostile 
sources often use the latter in the form "Kharbanda" ('assdriver'). Among 
Öljeytü's other names are Uljäy Büqä, Timür (Häfiz-i Abrü 1971, p. 66), 
Nicolas, and Tamüdar (d'Ohsson 1852, vol. iv, p. 481). Coins show various 
combinations of titles and names, e.g. "al-Mawlä al-Sultän al-a'zam Mälik riqäb 
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Mongol predecessors had gone through: born into a traditionally 
shamanist culture, he was baptized a Nestorian Christian at the age 
of eight, and subsequently became a Buddhist, a Hanafi Sunni, a 
Shäfi'I Sunni, a Twelver Shi'i, and finally, according to some 
sources, he reverted to Sunnism again.4 The fact that Öljeytü's 
conversion to Shi'ism engendered a great number of conversion 
stories in the historical sources shows how strongly his crossing of 
religious boundaries appealed to Muslim imagination, and makes 
him the ideal object for a case study on Mongol conversions in a 
Muslim environment. However, research on the Ilkhänid period has 
not left the stage of the description of facts yet, and has neither 
questioned nor analyzed the conversion narratives. The use of 
neglected sources, a new understanding of narrative literature, and a 
shift of focus from scholars and rulers to figures of popular 
imagination will challenge both conversion stories and historiogra
phy, and can open the field to more questions than we are probably 
able to answer. 

The fact that the Mongol rulers in Iran gradually adopted Islam is 
clearly an inversion of the concept of cuius regio, eius religio. It fits 
the general tendency of "absorption" of the language, the religion, 

al-umam Ghiyäth al-Dunyä wa al-DIn Öljeytü al-Sultän Muhammad 
Khudäbanda" (Turäbl Tabätabä'i n.p., n.d., p. 87). For the changing of his name 
"Kharbanda'V'Khurbanda" into "Khudäbanda" or vice versa see Murtazavi 
1980, pp. 224-225; 'Azzäwi 1935, vol. I, p. 409, and Kramers 1927, p. 975a. 

4 On religious issues under the Ilkhänids, see Murtazavi 1980, pp. 165-307. A 
good overview can be found in Spuler 41985, pp. 139-164. In its respective 
translations, this monograph is also a standard work in Turkey, Iran, and the 
Arab world. Secondary literature in Arabic on Mongol and in particular post-
Abbässid Ilkhänid religious issues seems to be rare, and remains focused on the 
impact of the Mongol destruction of the caliphate. See, e.g., al-Sayyäd, [1970], 
which ends with Hülägü's invasion of Baghdad. According to the publisher 
(note from Dec. 1996) the publication of a second volume is not in sight. 

4 
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and many of the customs of the ruling Mongol class by the 
languages, religions, and customs of their subjects.5 Öljeytü's 
conversion to Shi'ism in a majority Sunni environment, however, 
goes against this trend, and therefore deserves an individual study. 
Why did Öljeytü adopt Shi'ism in the first place, if a Sunni madhhab' 
had been the politically more sensible choice with a majority Sunni 
population? How was this step perceived by the population, and how 
presented by historians? These questions are central to the 
understanding not only of Öljeytü's government and its legitimation, 
but to the understanding of religious and socio-political tendencies 
in the early 14th century Ilkhänid realm in general. 

The Ilkhänid era is extremely rich in written evidence both from 
within and without the areas under Mongol rule.6 Yet, research on 
the political, economic, social and religious history of this time is 
dominated by a small number of sources, mainly Ilkhänid court 
chronicles. Particularly influential in this regard was and still is the 
Ilkhänid historian Rashid al-DIn (1247-718/1318), who was minister 
under the three sultäns Ghäzän Khan (694-703/1295-1303), Öljeytü 
Khan, and Abu Sa'id Bahadur Khan (716-736/1317-1335).7 There is 
no doubt that the field has greatly profited from Rashid al-DIn's 
prolific writings.8 But it is precisely because of this that the field has 

5 Hodgson [1974] 1977, pp. 371; 386. 
Browne 1920, [henceforth: LHP], p. 62. Whereas court chronicles, e.g, are 
abundant, other sources, such as documents or letters from the Ilkhänid period 
are relatively rare. See Spuler 1939, pp. 4-21. For numismatic evidence see, e.g., 
the works of Lane-Poole 1881, 'Azzäwl 1958, Turäbl Tabätabä'I 1969, Darwlsh 
al-Bakri 1972, Yapi Kredi Para Koleksiyonlan 1992, and Album 1993. 
The scholars' veneration for Rashid al-DIn led to the publication of an entire 
"Rashid al-Din Commemoration Volume• (1318-1968/', vol. XIV of the Central 
Asiatic Journal, 1970. 
Rashid al-DIn witnessed many of the events he describes in his Jämi' al-
Tavärikh, and as a minister had direct access to the archives. He was able to 

5 
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had its limitations: it has suffered, and still does, from an understudy 
of perspectives that differ from Rashid al-Din's,9 and of events that 
occurred after Ghäzän Khän's death (703/1303), which is the point 
where the extant part of Rashid al-Din's chronicle ends.10 It is also 
the time when Öljeytü's reign begins, and the period which we are 
mainly interested in. 

channel much of his income to the copying and preservation of his writings, al-
'Umari 1968, p. 168; Browne LHP vol. 3, pp. 68-87. 
Other Ilkhänid historians were less well received by the scholars. Vassäf-i 
Hadrat (b. 663/1264 or 5), e.g., had good prospects to become as popular among 
Western scholars as the famous vazir. in the early 1840's, Hammer-Purgstall 
showed extreme enthusiasm about this history, and d'Ohsson used Vassäf 
extensively as a source in the 1850's. However, in 1879 Charles Rieu 
discredited Vassäf s history for its "highly artificial character and tedious 
redundance of its style." {Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the British 
Museum, vol. I. London: [first publ. 1879], p. 162a). Browne in his influential 
LHP ("[Vassäf s history] is as important as it is unreadable.", LHP III, p. 68) 
and Storey 1927-39 pp. 267-8 ("a turgid history of the Mongol empire in 
Persia") followed Rieu's assessment. This image has not left the anglophone 
scholarship since, and has led to a relative neglect of Vassäf in comparison to 
Rashid al-DIn as a historical source. This explains why we find that information 
Vassäf (and, to that effect, Hammer) provides—like Öljeytü's conversion from 
Shi'ism to Sunnism shortly before his death—disappeared from most of the 
secondary literature. Examples will be given in the paper. On the significance of 
the symbolic language used by Vassaf within the Persianate literary tradition, 
see Nagel 1993, pp. 217-230. 

10 The identification of the different parts constituting Rashid al-Din's J ami' al-
Tavärikh has long posed problems to the philologists. With regard to the part 
dealing with Öljeytü's reign ("book two" out of four, entitled "Tärikh-i 
Öljeytü") the mystery persists, as the only ms. that contained this part of the 
history was only sighted once by Zeki Velidi Togan in the 1920ties in Mashad, 
but is lost today. Cf. Storey 1983, pp. 460 and 462-63, fn. 26. 

6 
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In this paper I shall focus on narrative Muslim sources relating 
Oljeytü's adoption of Twelver Shi'ism, and compare them to 
accounts narrating his later return to a Sunn! madhhab.11 I will first 
consider the treatment of Oljeytü's conversion in Muslim historical 
sources, and then turn to the meaning and importance of conversion 
narratives in epic tradition. Finally, I will venture some general 
conclusions. 

A. Oljeytü's conversion to Twelver Shi'ism in Muslim 
historical narratives 

The conversion story in its longest and earliest version consists of 
seven distinct elements, to which were later added further details.12 

These elements may occur in different combinations in later 
accounts. The elements are: (1) A theological dispute at Oljeytü's 
court, (2) a natural catastrophe which calls for an antidote, (3) a 
period of irresolution among Öljeytü and the Mongol amirs whether 
to abjure Islam altogether, (4) Oljeytü's visit of a Shi'i shrine/a 
dream which invites him to Shi'ism, (5) the counsel(s) of an 
individual/several individuals that Öljeytü convert to Shi'ism, (6) 

Though basing my research on a fairly small selection of texts, I shall use both 
Ilkhänid and later Persian, as well as Mamlük histories and to thus 'bring 
together' sources which have, as it seems, so far not been used in combination 
with regard to our topic. See the table in the appendix and the respective 
bibliographical information at the end. This selection is an attempt to include 
similar numbers of Ilkhänid and non-Ilkhänid contemporary sources; for later 
times the texts were picked rather randomly. It would be a rewarding project to 
also include sources from the early Ottoman empire. 

The version in question is the one given by Käshäni 1969. References will be 
given below. 

7 
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Öljeytü's conversion, and (7) the implementation of Twelver 
Shi'ism as a state religion in Ilkhänid Iran. 

In most of the sources, segments (1) and (5) occur combined if 
the influential individual is a religious scholar. 3 In one case (Häfiz-i 
Abrü) the narrative is cyclical: end and beginning are theological 
court disputes. This presentation seems to have led later accounts to 
confuse the two: instead of a Shäfi'i and a Hanafi scholar, it is now a 
Shäfi'i and an Imami scholar (Alläma al-Hilli) who debate, and it is 
the Shi'i scholar who wins the argument. The cyclic structure shows 
that the order in which the elements are presented is arbitrary, and 
that they are freely interchangeable, except for no. (6), which has 
logically to precede step no. (7). The number and order of the 
segments changes indeed from author to author:14 

1) i. In 70715 or 70816 or 70917, a juridical dispute on the 
permissibility of sexual intercourse with close female relatives takes 
place between the Shäfi'i qädi al-qudät Nizäm al-Din 'Abd al-Malik 
Marägha18 and the Hanafi scholars present at Öljeytü's court19 under 

13 Court disputes were obviously a popular pastime at the Ilkhänid court. Hodgson 
[1974] 1977, pp. 444-45. 

14 Cf. the table in the appendix. 
15 Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh in: MurtazavT 1980 h. sh., p. 222. 
16 al-Majlisi 1956, p. 209. 
17 KäshänT 1969, p. 97. In the excerpts from Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. 

MurtazavT), pp. 221-223 no year is given. The split between the dates given in 
the primary and the secondary literature could not be greater: all the sources 
make clear that Öljeytü's conversion was a process which extended over several 
months up to two years, starting in 707 and ending in 709, whereas d'Ohsson 
1852, p. 538 and Weiers 1986, p. 336 date the entire conversion with 709, thus 
turning a process into an event. 

18 Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. MurtazavT), pp. 221-222; KäshänT 1969, 
p. 97. al-MajlisT 1956, p. 209. According to KäshänT, Nizäm al-DIn was 
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the leadership of the son of Sadr-i Jahän of Bukhara. In this dispute 
the two parties make each other's madhhab look so bad—especially 
in comparison to the Mongol tradition—that Öljeytü, together with 
his amirs, turns away in disgust.21 

ii. An account which sometimes follows this first debate22 and 
sometimes substitutes it entirely is a court dispute between a Shäfi'i 
and an Imämi scholar: the dispute is on the respective rights of the 
Sunni and Shi'i madhhabs to political leadersip and takes place 
either a) between the Shafi'i Nizäm al-DIn 'Abd-al-Malik Marägha 
and the Shi'i scholar Täj al-DIn al-AvajI,23 or b) between the Shafi'i 
Nizäm al-DIn 'Abd-al-Malik Marägha and the Shi'i scholar 'Alläma 
al-Hilll (cf. no. 6). In the later Shi'i biographical dictionaries, where 
the focus is on the Shi'i scholar and his argumentation vis-ä-vis the 
Sunnls, and not so much on Öljeytü, this segment is expanded into a 
rather long anecdote, enriched by many details. The Shi'i scholar al-
Shushtari (d. 1610/11) even puts the juridical dispute into a 
humorous setting: when al-Hilll appears at the court, he takes his 
shoes inside with him, an action for which he is reprimanded by the 
Sunni scholars present there. al-Hilll replies that once, when the 
Prophet Muhammad had left his shoes outside, they were stolen by 
"ba 'd ahl al-madhdhib"'. The Sunni scholars protest, refuting the 
implied accusation as a lie: how could these people have stolen 

responsible for Öljeytü's previous conversion from Hanafism to Shäfi'ism. This 
is the version retained by d'Ohsson 1852, p. 538. 

19 Käshäni 1969, p. 47; D'Ohsson, Histoire, p. 538. 
20 Käshäni 1969, p. 97; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), pp. 222, 

227. 
21 Käshäni, 1348, p. 98; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), pp. 

222-223; D'Ohsson 1852, p. 538; Weiers 1986, p. 336; Köprülü(-Zäde) 1993 
[1922], p. 23. 

22 al-Majlisil956,p. 210. 
23 al-Majlisi 1956, p. 210. 

9 
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Muhammad's shoes, if the madhähib came into existence more than 
a hundred years after the Prophet's death? This is what al-Hilli was 
driving at: he now sets out to argue against Sunni claims to the 
caliphate, reasoning on the basis of traditional juridical arguments. 

iii. The dispute is often followed by an account on the 
deliberations of Oljeytü and the Mongol elite to return to "the cult of 
Cingiz Khan".25 A later source relates that they went through a 
three-month period of indecision (as in section 3). 6 

2) i. Shortly after this dispute, a storm rages and lightning kills 
some of Öljeytü's close company.27 Oljeytü is consequently thrown 
into deep doubts about whether Islam is the right creed. 

ii. Öljeytü's amirs advise him to pass through a fire to purify 
himself "according to the Mongol custom". 

iii. The bakhshis [Mongol religious advisors] declare that this is 
all the fault of a) the previous court dispute29 or b) Öljeytü's 
adherence to Islam.30 

24 Al-Shushtari 1956, pp. 60-61. For a similarly elaborate account, without the 
shoe story, however, al-Tunakäbunl n.d., pp. 356-357. For further sources with 
a similar presentation see Mazzaoui 1965, p. 71. 

25 Käshäni 1969, p. 98; D'Ohsson 1852, p. 538. 
26 al-Majlisi 1956, p. 209. 
27 Käshäni 1969, p. 98; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 223; 

D'Ohsson 1852, p. 539. 
28 Käshäni 1969, p. 98; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 223; 

D'Ohsson 1852, p. 539. The passing through a fire is considered a typically 
shamanistic practice and was widespread among the Mongols before Islam, 
Boyle 1977, p. 183. 

29 Käshäni 1969, p. 98. 
30 Passing through the fire will only be successful if Oljeytü abandons Islam: 

Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 223; Käshäni 1969, pp. 
98-99; D'Ohsson 1852, p. 539. 

10 
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3) Öljeytü goes through a three-month period of irresolution 
whether to abjure Islam altogether.31 

4) i. In 709/1310,32 a visit to 'All's shrine reinforces Öljeytü's 
inclinations towards Shi'ism.33 

ii. A dream further prepares Öljeytü for the acceptance of 
Shi'ism.34 According to E.G. Browne, it was this dream "which 
convinced [Öljeytü] that the homage of the faithful was due, after 
the Prophet, to 'Ali b. Abi Tälib and his descendants".35 

5) One or several individual(s) convince(s) Öljeytü to convert. 
This part of the story occurs either as the last part of the 1-2-3-4-5 
story before the conversion, or as an independent thread, especially 
in theologically oriented literature, where Öljeytü's conversion to 
Shi'ism is often ascribed to the influence of the Shi'i scholar 
'Alläma al-Hilli, and where the ruler recedes into the background.36 

In both cases the argument revolves around the question of the 
caliphate and the legitimacy of the claim to it by the descendants of 
'Ali. This influential individual is: 

31 Käshäni 1969, p. 99; D'Ohsson 1852, p. 539. 
32 Käshäni 1969, p. 100; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 247; 

D'Ohsson 1852, p. 540. Numismatic evidence also indicates Öljeytü's adoption 
of Twelver Shi'ism after 709, see the works cited in fn. 6 above. 

33 Käshäni 1969, p. 100; al-Majlisi 1956, p. 210. 
34 Käshäni 1969, p. 100; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 247; 

d'Ohsson 1852, p. 540. 
35 LHP III, pp. 50f. The sources I have seen do not provide a detailed description 

of Öljeytü's dream. 
36 As an example, see al-Tunakäbuni n.d., pp. 355-364. According to Häfiz-i Abrü, 

Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 230, 'Alläma and his son are called to 
come to the urdü to elaborate and teach Imämism after Öljeytü had adopted 
Twelver Shi'ism and made it the official state religion through a yarligh. 
'Alläma al-Hilll's teachings as an element in Öljeytü's conversion is not 
mentioned at all by d'Ohsson 1852, pp. 537-542. 

11 
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i. The Shi'i amir Taramtäz. This is the earliest account, related by 
Käshäni, according to whom al-Hilli was called to the Ilkhänid court 
only after Oljeytü's conversion. Taramtäz's argument is based on a 
comparison of the Shi'at 'All to the paramount Mongol tribe, and of 
the Sunni madhhabs to subordinate tribes.37 He also reminds Öljeytü 
that his brother and predecessor on the throne, Ghäzän Khan, had 
favored the Shi'a.38 

ii. The Shi'i amirs encourage Öljeytü to adopt Shi'ism.39 

iii. In most of the later accounts the Shi'i scholar 'Alläma Jamal 
al-DIn Hasan b. Mutahhar al-Hilli (648-726/1250-1325)40 and his 
son Fakhr al-Muhaqqiqin Fakhr al-DIn Muhammad are the 
influential individuals who induce Oljeytü's conversion. This 
contradicts the account in the earliest source: Käshäni states 
explicitely that al-Hilli was called to the Ilkhänid court only after 
Oljeytü's conversion, in order to elaborate on Shi'i law.41 We may 
assume that it was this prominent role and the fame of al-Hilll's 
name (until today) which led to a mingling of his role and that of the 

37 Käshäni 1969, p. 99; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavl), pp. 220, 
230, 246-7; D'Ohsson 1852, p. 540. 

38 Käshäni 1969, p. 99; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavl), p. 246. 
39 Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavl), p. 247; al-MajlisI 1956, p. 

210; Fasih Khväfi 1961, p. 24. 
Käshäni 1969 gives a detailed account how al-Hilli explains the idea of the 
imäma to Öljeytü, pp. 101-103. This account reflects 'Alläma al-Hilll's actual 
writings on the Imäma, his Minhäj al-karäma, written for Öljeytü, "the king of 
the kings of the Arab and Persian peoples." Mazzaoui 1965 p. 67. ~ Käshäm's 
account also contains an explanation of the usül and furü' al-fiqh by al-Hilli to 
Öljeytü, pp. 103ff. See shorter accounts in Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh 
(M. Murtazavl), p. 253; Khvändamlr 1333 sh., vol. 3, p. 197; Ibn Battüta as 
cited by 'Azzäwi 1935, p. 407; Köprülü(-Zäde) 1993, p. 23. 

41 Käshäni 1969, p. 101. 
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amir Taramtäz in Öljeytü's conversion in the later sources.42 The 
most elaborate accounts can be found in late Shi'i sources, written 
after Shl'ism had become the state religion in Iran under the 
Safavids. Here 'Alläma al-Hilli and his son argue that the ShT'a goes 
back to the times of 'Ali b. Abi Tälib and to the family of the 
Prophet himself, whereas the Sunni madhähib are secondary 
creations.43 'Alläma's argument focuses on the khiläfa44 and 
contains direct political implications: he compares the Shi'at 'AH to 
the Cingizids—according to whom Cingizid descent is a prerequisite 
to rule as a sultan—while he compares the Sunni madhhabs to the 
(non-paramount) Mongol tribes. The implication of this argument is: 
It would be outrageous if one of the amirs—while lacking Cingizid 
descent—claimed succession rights to the Ilkhänid throne. Thus is 
the claim of non-'Alid (namely Sunni) Muslims to the caliphate vis-
a-vis descendants of 'AH, the Prophet Muhammad's son in law. 
Sunnism is thus portrayed as a politically erroneous, threatening 
ideology. Sometimes this argument is brought forward in the setting 
of a court dispute (cf. segment lb).43 

iv. Another individual held responsible for Öljeytü's conversion 
is Sayyid Taj al-Din Dvaji, "essentially the chief of the Shi'I s".46 He 
is successful in winning Öljeytü for the Shi'a due to the absence of 

It is noteworthy that al-Hilli's writings have remained until today on the 
shortlist of readings in Shi'I madrasas. 
al-Tunakäbuni n.d., pp. 355-364. 
al-Majlisi 1956, p. 210. 
al-Majlisi 1956, p. 210; al-Shushtari 1956, p. 59. A list of narratives focusing on 
'Alläma al-Hilli's part in Öljeytü's conversion to Shl'ism is given by Mazzaoui 
1965 pp. 98-99, and 1972, pp. 32-33, footnote 5. 
Käshäni 1969, pp. 99-100; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavänkh, (M. Murtazavi), 
p. 247; Mustavfi 1985, p. 607, Browne LHP, p. 50; Köprülü(-Zäde), 1993, p. 
23;Zaryabl971,p. 465. 

13 
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the influential Shäfi'i Nizäm al-Din 'Abd al-Malik, who had left to 
Adharbäyjän for avqäf matters.47 

v. Sayyid Rukn al-Din Abhari influenced Öljeytü in his 
decision. 8 

vi. A group of advisors from the royal entourage help Öljeytü 
interpret his dream in a way that makes him convert.49 

vii. The "ahl-i shi'a" encourage Öljeytü to convert.50 

viii. Öljeytü himself converts without any influence from an 
individual. ] 

6) Öljeytü adopts Twelver Shi'ism in 70752 or 709.53 Upon 
Oljeytü's request there follows a mass conversion to Twelver 
Shi'ism among his amirs,54 except for Sa'id Qubän and Aysan 

47 Käshänil969,p. 100. 
48 Fasih Khväfi 1961, vol. Ill, p. 24. Fasih Khväfi also mentions that Abhari was 

poisoned in 715 — which is shortly before Oljeytü's death and his alleged return 
to a SunnT madhhab. 

49 "bi imdäd bih umarä va inäqän-i davlat va muqarrabän hadrat khväb-i khud 
bäz ränd va madhhab-i shi'a ikhtiyär kard." Käshänl 1969, p. 100. 

50 Afläki 1976-80, p. 858. 
51 Based on Mirkhvänd 1338-39 sh., vol. V, pp. 426ff., Mazzaoui 1965, p. 99 fn. 

46 concludes: "MIrkhwänd ascribes Shi'ism to Öljeytü himself." 
52 'AzzäwI1935,p. 408. 
53 Käshänl 1969, p. 100; D'Ohsson 1852, p. 541; Häfiz-i Abrü, Mama.' al-

tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 247; Häfiz-i Abrü provides additional and detailed 
information (p. 248): he describes the actual changes in khutba and ädhän 
which were implemented throughout Oljeytü's lands, "except for Qazvln." 

54 Käshänl 1969, p. 100. According to Häfiz-i Abrü, the majority of the amirs 
(except for Sa'id Qubän and Isen Qutlugh) followed Öljeytü in his conversion, 
though they were free to do so. Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), pp. 236-37. 
According to al-Majlisi 1956, p. 210 this conversion takes place during the 
court dispute: "fa-dakhala al-sultän wa-akthara umarä'ihifidhälika al-majlisfi 
madhhab al-imdmiyya." 
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Qutlugh, who remain Sunni. This is generally where the Mamlük 
historians' accounts on Öljeytü's conversion start, referring to the 
fitna and the rebellions this ruler's conversion has brought over 
Ilkhänid lands.56 

7) Khutba and coins are changed accordingly in the same year.57 

Öljeytü invites to his court Shi'i 'ulamd' and opens an ambulant 
college for them.58 He also builds a madrasa at Sultäniyya and puts 
100 students on a stipend.59 Among the Shi'i scholars he calls to his 
court are 'Alläma Jamal al-Din Hasan b. Mutahhar al-Hilll60 and his 
son. Subsequently, many disputes between al-Hilli and his Shäfi'I 
counterpart, Mavlänä Nizäm al-Din 'Abd al-Malik Maräghi, take 
place at Oljeytüs court (cf. segment lb).61 This is where the reports 
of the Iranian sources on Öljeytü's conversion commonly end. The 
Mamlük historians, for their part, report in detail how the Sultan's 
conversion has brought discord to the cities under Ilkhänid rule.62 

55 Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), pp. 247-248; D'Ohsson 
1852, p. 541. Note that Sa'id Qubän and Isen Qutlugh are Öljeytü's most 
powerful amirs. Many sources portray especially £ubän similarly to the Sultans 
by dedicating separate entries to him. 

56 In Mamlük sources, Öljeytü's adoption of ShI'ism is generally described with 
the negative term tarqffadha. 

57 Käshäni 1969, p. 100; D'Ohsson 1852, p. 541. 
58 Vassäf 1967, p. 304; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 250; 

Al-Shushtari 1956, p. 71; d'Ohsson 1852, pp. 541-42. 
59 Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 250. 
60 Käshäni 1969, p. 101. 
61 Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), pp. 248-9. 

"wa-qadjaratfi ayyämihi [ayyäm Kharbandä] jitan kibär wa masä 'ib 'izäm, jä-
aräha Allah minhu al- 'ibäd wa al-biläd, wa qämafi- 'l-mulk ba 'dahu waladuhu 
Abu Sa'id [...] 'adila ilä al-'adl wa iqämat al-Sunna, fa-amara bi-iqämat al-
khutba bi-'l-taraddi 'an al-Shaykhayn ... jä-fariha al-näs bi-dhälika wa sakanat 
bi-dhälika al-fitan wa-'l-shurür wa-'l-qitäl al-ladhi käna bayna ahl tilka al-
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According to Ibn Battüta, about 12,000 armed Muslims appeared for 
the Friday prayer in Baghdad and threatened to kill the khatib and 
the Sultan's envoy should he change the khutba.63 Resistance to the 
change of the khutba is reported to have been especially strong in 
urban centers like Qazvin, Shiräz, Isfahan, Irbil, and Baghdad.64 It is 
only in Mamlük sources that we find accounts on Öljeytü's alliance 
with a Shi'i amir of Mecca, Humayda b. Abl Numayy al-Hasani, and 
their plans to invade Mecca in order to exhume the remains of Abu 
Bakr and 'Umar.65 It is also in Mamlük, and more generally in Sunni 
sources, that Öljeytü's return to a Sunni madhhab is discussed.66 

biläd wa bi-Harät wa Asfahän [sic] wa Baghdad wa Irbil wa siwäh". Ibn Kathir 
41982, vol. 14, p. 77. Similarly in Ibn al-Wardi 1970, p. 378. The Persian 
sources are thus generally more interested in the reasons for Öljeytü's 
conversion, whereas Arabic sources tend to describe the consequences of the 
conversion for the Muslim community—a difference that can be explained by 
the geographical and religio-political situation in which the respective histories 
were written. 
In: Murtazavi 1980, p. 256; and in 'Azzäwi 1935, p. 408. 
Ibn al-Wardi 1970, p. 378; Murtazavi 1980, p. 255. 
"wa-qad hukiya ... anna al-malik Kharbandä käna qad jahhaza ... qabla 
wafätihi ilä al-Hijäz li-naql al-Shaykhayn Abi Bakr wa 'Umar — radiya Allahu 
'anhumä — minjiwär al-Nabi, sallä Allahu 'alayhim wa-sallam..." al-Fäsi 1384, 
p. 240. Ibn Kathir has only the background of the story, without mentioning the 
purpose of the raid on Mecca. Öljeytü dies before he can carry out his plan. Ibn 
Kathir 41982, pp. 77-78. Similarly in Ibn al-Wardi 1970, p. 378. 
Even though one might regard the accounts on Öljeytü's late return to Sunnism 
as apocryphal, they deserve at least to be mentioned. Most of the scholars who 
have dealt with the Ilkhänid period neglected this issue; examples are d'Ohsson 
1852, p. 586; Browne 1920; M. Weiers 1986, p. 337; and Morgan 1993, pp. 
168-69. 
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B. Oljeytü's return to Sunnism in Muslim historical 
narratives 

Evidence for Oljeytü's return to Sunnism after his acceptance of 
Shi'ism is sparse, and the sources which mention it refer to it rather 
vaguely and indirectly,67 sometimes only by indicating the changing 
of the khutba and the inscriptions on coins.68 There is also no 
indication whatsoever which Sunni madhhab Öljeytü finally 
adopted. It seems as though Vassäf, who first mentioned Oljeytü's 
return to Sunnism literally on his death bed, did so in order to stress 
the legitimacy of Oljeytü's son and successor Abu Sa'id, who was a 
Sunni Muslim. Moreover, some Mamlük historians, as well as later 
Shl'i authorities, contradicted accounts on Oljeytü's return to 
Sunnism.69 The 16th/17th Shi'i author al-Shushtari makes it an 
explicit point that Öljeytü died as a Shi'i.70 The North African 
traveler Ibn Battüta, on the other hand, developed a conversion 
narrative for Oljeytü's return to a Sunni madhhab: one of the 
Ilkhänid qädis who, under the pressure of the rebelling Sunni 
population, did not execute the royal order to hold the Friday prayer 
in the Twelver Shi'i way, is summoned to Oljeytü's court and 
thrown in front of wild, hungry dogs. These do not attack the qädi, 

"wa käna fimä yuqäl qad raja 'a 'an al-rafd." The conversion is not dated, but 
took place at the earliest after Oljeytü's conquest of al-Rahba in 713. Ibn Hajar 
al-'Asqaläni 1929-31, vol. Ill, p. 379. 
Vassäf 1967, p. 354. 
Ibn Kathlr 41982, p. 77, states explicitely: "wa azhara [Kharbandä Muhammad 
b. Arghünf al-rafd ...wa lam yazal 'ala hädha al-madhhab al-fäsid llä an mäta 
ßhädhihi al-sana [716/1316]." Similarly in Ibn al-Wardi 1970 p. 377: "thumma 
taraffada ilä an mät wajaratfitanfibilädihi bi-sabab dhälika." 
"Wa hüwa al-ladhi ikhtära li-nafsihi madhhab al-imämiyya ... wa käna 'alä 
hädhihi al- 'aqidat al-haqqa ilä an tuwuffiya." 1956, p. 72. 
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however. The Sultan is so impressed that he kisses the qädi 's feet 
and returns to Sunnism on the spot.71 

* * * 
The great number of reasons adduced by the court historians and 
theologians for Oljeytü's conversion to Shi'ism shows that there was 
a strong need for an explanation. It reflects the fact that in Ilkhänid 
Iran Shi'ism was indeed the exception, not the rule. What is strange, 
however, is that we have so many explanations: the sources offer the 
influence of advisors—of high-ranking Persian Muslim administra-

TO H*\ * ~^ HA. 

tors, Mongol amirs, and religious authorities alike—as well as 
deeply impressive personal experiences.75 All these explanations, by 
themselves as well as in combination, sound plausible, and the 
secondary literature adopted them more or less faithfully. 
Most of the sources' explanations for Oljeytü's adoption of Twelver 
Shi'ism and Ibn Battüta's account were clearly drawn from a 

71 Ibn Battüta in: 'Azzäwl 1935, pp. 408-9. Also cited by Murtazavi 1980, pp. 
256-57. 

'" E.g., Sa'd al-Din Savajl; Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 
220. Influential vazirs are a common conversion theme. Rashid al-Din is made 
responsible for Oljeytü's conversion from the Hanafi to the Shäfi'i rite by 
Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh (M. Murtazavi), p. 220. The influence of 
wives is also a popular explanation topos for conversions. Öljeytü is said to 
have been converted to Islam by his first wife, Häfiz-i Abrü, Majma' al-tavärikh 
(M. Murtazavi), p. 226. 

73 The reasons the amir Taramtäz gives are very similar to those adduced by the 
religious scholar 'Alläma al-Hilli, which shows how closely intertwined the 
political and the religious discourses were. 

7 The main protagonist in the conversion stories, especially in later sources, is 
'Alläma al-Hilli; cf. the following. 

75 Such instances are in Oljeytü's case the visit of an Imam's tomb, a dream, and 
the execution of Oljeytü's close company through lightning. Examples and 
citations are given below. 
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common pool of literary conversion topoi, and then attached to 
historical figures. However, among the many explanations one of the 
most common conversion topoi is missing: that of the "royal 
conversion" through an encounter with a charismatic figure, such as 
a half-crazy dervish, or a shaykh, represented by such famous 
couples as Özbek Khan (d 622/1225) and Sayyid Ata76 and the Great 
Khan Berke (r. 1257-1265) and the Kubravl shaykh Sayf al-DIn 
Bakhärzi.77 In the light of the diversity of accounts on Öljeytü's 
conversion to Shi'ism it is astonishing that we do not come across a 
single similar figure in the Persian court chronicles.78 Such a person 
would embody both aspects—the appeal to reason (represented in 
the conversion stories by court disputes and advisors' arguments) 
and the mystical experience (represented by dreams, etc.)—and 
might even be claimed for the conferring of some supernatural 
power upon the Khan and his dynasty. 

In fact, there were not only theologians, jurists, and amirs at 
Öljeytü's court, as the conversion stories in the Ilkhänid chronicles 
portray it: throughout the Ilkhänid period süfi movements were 
extremely active, and many tarlqas that became powerful in later 
centuries trace back their beginnings to this period—among them 
the Safavi movement, which became a pillar of the Safavid state at 
the beginning of the 16th century. The eponymous founder of this 
tariqa, Shaykh Sail al-Din, had the honor to sit on Öljeytü's right 
during the ceremony held to celebrate the newly built tomb at 

DeWeese 1994, p. 101. For further examples see Gronke 1993, pp. 128-140. 
See Richard 1967, pp. 173-184. According to Richard this encounter 
encouraged Berke to openly profess his creed for the first time. 
In 1304 a Kurd, pretending to be the Mahdi, was rather perceived as a threat and 
was executed, together with his followers, by the Mongol officers in that region. 
Käshäni 1969, p. 76; Istanbul ms., Aya Sofya K.3019, p. 169r 
Bausani, CHI vol. 5, pp. 538-40. 
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Sultäniyya in 705. On the same occasion, the shaykh 'Alä' al-
Dawla Simnänl was seated to Oljeytü's left.81 The Mamlük historian 
al-'Umari relates that another saint, the shaykh Shihäb al-Din 
Ahmad al-Jämi, was allowed to spread out his prayer carpet 
regularly next to Oljeytü's.82 

The tomb oj Öljeytü and surrounding village of Sultäniyya. 

If we turn away from Ilkhänid court chronicles and shift our focus 
from rulers and scholars to sages and saints, we might gain a 
different perspective on Oljeytü's conversion: there is indeed a 
figure who would offer himself as the perfect candidate for the role 
of the charismatic missionary: the "crypto-shamanic Anatolian 
Turkman dervish" Baräq Bäbä (655-707//1257/58-1307/8),84 who 

80 Hammer-Purgstall. 1842-1843. [Reprint 1974], vol. II, p. 185. 
81 Hammer-Purgstall. 1842-1843. [Reprint 1974], vol. II, p. 185. 
82 al-'Umari 1968, pp. 160-61. al-'Umari explains this honor by the fact that the 

Shaykh had provided Öljeytü with heavy material support when he needed it. 
83 Photograph with the friendly permission of the author taken from: Blair 1986. 
84 Algar 1989, p. 754b. For a tarjumat al-Shaykh Baräq from a Mamlük point of 

view, see al-'Ayni 1992, pp. 405-406. 
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believed "that 'AH was a divine incarnation and that he in turn had 
reappeared in the person of Mohammad Khodä-banda".85 References 
to this shaykh in Persian literature—and consequently, in the 
Iranist's scholarship—are rare; Ottomanists, on the other hand, 
know him well.86 Fuat Köprülü writes: "This Turkmen bäbä [Baräq 
Bäbä] who denied the next world and affirmed the transmigration of 
souls, who said that God first united spiritually with 'AH and then 
with Sultan Öljeitü Khudä-Banda, and who considered everything 
forbidden by canon law to be permissible, ... reminds us of the 
Turkish shamans in the Altay. During the reigns of Ghäzän and 
Öljeitü, he occupied an important position at the court of the 
Mongols in Iran [...]." 7 

The information given in the Persian sources is scattered and 
does not convey much about the spiritual relationship between the 
shaykh Baräq Bäbä and the Ilkhän Öljeytü. From Käshäni we hear 
that Baräq Bäbä was a shaykh from Rüm, who had come to 
Sultäniyya in Ghäzän Khän's times, and that he used to wear cows' 
horns.8 He used to seduce and beguile people, and was nevertheless 
seen as faultless by both Ghäzän Khan and Öljeytü Khan.89 Rashld 
al-DIn narrates how Baräq Bäbä was sent as a negotiator in the 
Mongol campaign against revolting Gilän, and how he was killed 
there by the Gilänis in 707/1307.90 Faslh Khväfi finally relates how 

85 Algar 1989, p. 755a. 
86 See the bibliography given by Algar 1989, p. 755a-b. Cf. also Ocak 1989, pp. 

100-110; Esin 1985, p. 24. 
87 Köprülü(-Zäde) 1993 p. 23. 
88 Käshäni 1969, p. 70. Similar bei Rashld al-DIn [?] in: Dorn 1858, pp. 150-151. 
89 ibid. 
90 Allegedly, the Gilanis tore Baräq Bäbä into pieces like meat used for sacrifice. 

"Va shaykh rä chün giisht-i qurbänlpäräpärä kardand." Dorn, 1858, pp. 150-
151. Käshäni 1969 has "va mänanda shutur-i ghurbäni pära-pära kardand", p. 
70. 
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Baräq Bäbä's followers collected his bones, and brought them to 
Sultäniyya,91 where, upon a yarligh, Öljeytü "had a hospice 
constructed for his followers in Soltäniyya, to which he assigned a 
daily expenditure of fifty dinars."92 Even though these few glimpses 
conveyed through the Persian sources do not tell us anything about 
Bäräq Bäbä's teachings, they allow us to at least establish a 
connection between him and the Mongol court—a connection 
commonly overlooked in the ruler-oriented scholarship on Iranian 
history. 

Baräq Bäbä, whom the Ottomanist Faruk Siimer calls Öljeytü's 
"favorite shaykh",93 must indeed have occupied an important post at 
the Ilkhänid court.94 Not only had Öljeytü a shrine built for the 

91 Fasih Khväfi 1961, p. 16; Algar 1989, p. 755a. 
92 Rashld al-DIn in: Dorn, 1858, p 151, and Siimer 1992, p. 210. Algar 1989, p. 

755a. Ibn Kathir has only sparse information: "thumma inna malik al-Tatar 
[Kharbanda] arsala al-shaykh Baräq ... ilä ahl GÜän yublighuhum 'anhu ['an 
al-malik] risälatan fa-qatalühu wa-arähü al-näs minhu." al-bidäya wa 7-
nihäya, vol. 14, p. 45. Ibn al-Dawädäri 1960 is even more sparse: "thumma 
innahu [Khudäbanda] arsala al-shaykh Baräq ... ilä al-Giläniyya, fa-
qatalühu.", p. 150. 

93 Sümer 1992 p. 210, without reference. 
94 Non-court-related sources report that Baräq Bäbä spent quite some time at 

Öljeytü's court, and even went as an ambassador "on several diplomatic (or 
possibly espionage) missions" for the Ilkhän. Algar 1989, p. 754b. Mawläs were 
frequently used as ambassadors: in the year 715-6 Öljeytü sent Mawlänä 'Imäd 
al-DIn, the qädi of Tabriz, to Khuräsän as an ambassador to Yasävur. Häfiz-i 
Abrü 1971, p. 118. Baräq Bäbä was carrying the Ilkhänid banner when entering 
Damascus in 706/1306. "wa lammä tawajjaha al-shaykh Baräq ilä al-Shäm 
käna ma 'ahu bayraq Kharbandä wa kitäbuhu ilä sä 'ir al-biläd an yakhdimühu 
awfara khidmatin..." al-'Aynl 1992, p. 423. See also the (much less detailed) 
accounts in Ibn al-Dawädäri 1960, p. 150; and Ibn Kathir 41982, p. 45. 
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shaykh; he also had a madrasa connected to it in the saint's honor. 
Sultäniyya—not Tabriz, where Öljeytü's greatly respected brother 
and predecessor Ghäzän Khan had been buried—% was the Sultan's 
most famous project in 'urban planning',97 and it was in Sultäniyya 
that Baräq Bäbä was buried.98 Today, Baräq Bäbä's tomb tower and 
the nearby khänaqäh are the only remaining public buildings from 
the early 14th century in Sultäniyya, next to Öljeytü's own tomb. By 
providing these institutions, and by building a madrasa for the 
shaykh's murids after he had passed away, Öljeytü demonstrated 
that he supported Baräq Bäbä's teachings beyond his death. 

95 In the conversion stories the building of a madrasa for Shi'I scholars at 
Sultäniyya is part of the implementation of ShI'ism as the state religion (section 
6). Whether this madrasa is identical with the madrasa built in the name of 
Baräq Bäbä can not be decided from the sources I read. If this were the case, it 
would be another argument to support the theory that Baräq Bäbä was involved 
in Öljeytü's conversion to ShI'ism. Relatively late sources ascribe a whole series 
of institutions to Öljeytü: "dar Sultäniyya masäjid va khaväniq va dar al-qirä'a 
va dar al-hadlth va dar al-siyäda va madrasa ba takalluf säkhta." Khvändamlr 
1954/55, vol. 3, p. 196. Similarly in al-Shushtari 1956, p. 70. 

96 Vassäf 1967 h. sh.,p. 270. 
According to Khvändamlr 1954/55, vol. 3, p. 91, Öljeytü planned ("tarh 
andäkht") Sultäniyya in 704. However, as a late source Khvändamlr tends to 
mingle past events. On the function of Sultäniyya as a royal capital, see Blair 
1986, pp. 142-151; and Melville, 1990, pp. 55-70. 

98 According to Blair 1986 p. 142, "the quality of the well-preserved tomb tower 
attests to the high rank of its patronage. [...] The site was obviously an important 
Süfi centre at least until the succeeding generation." — When I visited 
Sultäniyya in October 1996, an engineer working at the site attested that the 
bones found in Baräq Bäbä's tomb belong to a female person and a child, 
allegedly the Shaykh's wife (of Cingizid descent) and their common child. The 
bones of "Bürk-Bäbä" or "Chelebl-Oghlü," as the Shaykh is also called, have— 
just as Öljeytü's—not been found. 
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As we have seen, non-Ilkhänid sources accuse Baräq Bäbä of 
mcarnationist propaganda, implying that 'All and lastly God had 
reappeared in the person of Öljeytü Muhammad Khudäbanda. 
Persian sources—and, in their wake, Persian scholarship—do not 
make such accusations; the latter actually does not even mention 
Baräq Bäbä in connection with Öljeytü.10 Apocryphal or not, what 
is important is that these accounts provide perfect material for 
conversion stories.101 

Photograph with the friendly permission of the author taken from: Blair 1986. 
100 An exception is the field of art history, where Baräq Bäbä's khänaqäh is 

regularly mentioned as being built under Öljeytü's patronage. 
101 It can not be denied that there is some affinity between incarnationist beliefs and 

the Shi'i notion of imamhood. Hostile writers could easily mingle the two in 
their accounts on Baräq Bäbä with the intention to denigrate the hated Shi'i 
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So far, the sources we used have been historical narratives, 
mostly court chronicles, for which we can assume more or less an 
intentional shaping of history. Our readings have revealed the 
differences between court-related and non-court related, between 
Iranian and non-Iranian sources, as well as the development of the 
narratives over time. However, these sources do not take into 
account a possibly less conscious—but in the long term even more 
powerful—form of representation of history: epic narrative. As 
Devin De Weese has recently shown in his monograph on 
Islamization and Native Religion in the Golden Horde, epic 
conversion narratives can be an extremely important tool to evaluate 
conversion processes, as they are vital for the shaping of communal 
identities. In fact, they are part of the conversion process itself.102 

Mongol ruler. On the other hand, the vision of 'All's and ultimately God's 
reincarnation in Öljeytü very well fit the Mongol notion of government 
authorized by Divine mandate as it had been propagated by Cingiz Khan. In the 
logic defended by both the ShI'T theologian 'Alläma al-Hilli and the Shi'T amir 
Taramtäz, the parallel between the legitimization of the Ilkhän ruler through his 
Cingizid descent and the legitimacy of Shi'i claims to the caliphate through their 
descent from the family of the Prophet is skillfully used to convince Öljeytü to 
adopt Shl'ism. The substitution of biological descent through the concept of 
spiritual incarnation (as implied in the teachings ascribed to Baräq Bäbä) would 
have been a means to combine spiritual and political authority over Mongols 
and (at least Shi'i and 'Alld-loyalist) Muslims. Note that Öljeytü's Muslim 
name was "Muhammad Khudäbanda", a Persianate form for the name of both 
the Prophet Muhammad and of the awaited Mahdi, who is central to the Imami 
Shi'i doctrine. 

102 De Weese 1994, p. 521 has demonstrated that conversion and communal 
identity are closely linked, and that conversion narratives play an important role 
in bringing the two together: they help to corroborate, sometimes even create 
communal identities, and are important for both the community that traces itself 
back to a certain founding figure (more often than not a khan or a prince), and 
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In the case of Özbek Khän's conversion through Baba Tükles, 
whose representation in historical and epic traditions De Weese 
investigated, the shaykh subsequently became, in diverse epic 
conversion narratives, the "Tribal Ancestor, Mythic Progenitor, 
Communal Legitimizer, Islamizer, Patron Saint, Shamanic Protector, 
Sufi Preceptor, etc."103 The Khan, on the other hand, gradually 
became a "culture-hero", and even gave his name to "his newly 
converted (and hence newly formed) people",104 as Özbek lent his 
name to the Uzbeks. Inner Asian "popular ethnogonies" tend to 
make "Islamization the central event in communal origins."105 

We should not neglect, then, epic narratives on Oljeytü's 
conversion. On the contrary, it should be wortwhile to follow the 
epic traditions on Oljeytü's conversion to Twelver Shi'ism, and to 
compare them to the versions in historical narratives on the one 
hand, and to other epic conversion narratives—such as those related 
to Uzbek Khan—on the other hand. To make it short: there is no 
popular tradition relating Oljeytü's conversion, at least not to my 
knowledge. This is- amply indicative, as the absence of an epic 
narrative tradition may very well be the reverse side of its presence: 
without a community, there is no purpose for a conversion story. In 
the first place, Shi'ism was no longer a state religion after Oljeytü's 
death, as his son and successor Abu Sa'id immediately changed the 
coins and khutba back to the Sunni tradition. Oljeytü's reign did not 
last long enough to root Shi'ism in the population, and he was 
apparently less rigorous in implementing it as a state religion than 

for the convertant's community, which is often the order of the shaykh who 
allegedly won the khän or prince for what then became the official religion. The 
royal-süfi allegiance then often enhances both the dynasty's and the süfl order's 
reputation and glory. 

103 De Weese 1994, p. 491. 
104 De Weese 1994, p. 529. 
105 De Weese 1994, p. 493. 
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were the Safavids two centuries later. Secondly, the unity of the 
Ilkhänid realm broke apart after Abu Sa'id's death in 1335. With the 
fragmentation of the Ilkhänid state into many successor states basing 
their legitimacy on Cingizid side lines, there was no need for a 
narrative to remember Öljeytü in a positive way, especially not after 
he tried to introduce a religion that was opposed by the majority of 
the population and the later rulers. 

Moreover, if there was a süfi shaykh involved in Öljeytü's 
conversion, he and his silsila would not have profited from a 
conversion story, as Öljeytü was not successful and as his dynasty 
did not last. We also have to take into account that the shaping of 
epic narratives takes a longer time. In the case of Baba Tükles, 
investigated by De Weese, it took about two hundred years to 
evolve. For longer epics, like the Chanson de Roland, the 
Nibelungenlied or the Shähnäme, we even have to wait much longer 
before the stories are finally written down. Thus, another reason for 
the absence of an epic narrative on Öljeytü's conversion is simply 
the lack of time it had to develop. The Ilkhäns, instead of waiting for 
the 'natural growth' of such narratives, had them made in the form 
of official history. So, whereas the earliest, almost contemporary 
'official history', namely Käshäni's Tärlkh-i Öljeytü, already 
contains many elements of popular conversion narratives (a natural 
catastrophe, a dream, the visit of a tomb, as well as a half-crazy 
shaykh), and had the potential to become the basis for a more 
elaborate epic conversion narrative, no such narrative was 
developed: the fact that Öljeytü's conversion was not remembered in 
an epic narrative shows that it was inherantly devoid of religious 
meaning in its time.106 

A study on the perception of Öljeytü's conversion to Twelver ShT'ism in the 
more favourable Safavid environment would be a rewarding study. 
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Conclusions 

What do Oljeytii's conversions imply for the religious history of 
Iran? On the surface, not much, I would say. The theory that 
Oljeytii's conversion to Shi'ism paved the way for Iran to become 
Shi'ite is a typical product of a ruler-oriented historiography, and 
does not take into account that his and his amirs' conversions only 
affected a minority of the population.107 This theory is also defied by 
the return of Oljeytii's son and successor Abu Sa'id to Sunnism, 
which is often not mentioned by proponents of this theory and the 
'tolerance' myth that goes with it.10 If Sultan Öljeytü picked his 
religion at random, why did he bother to convert and implement 
Twelver Shi'ism as a state religion, thus facing the resistance of his 
subjects? There are indications in contemporary non-Ilkhänid 
sources that incarnationist beliefs may have played a more important 
role than the Persian sources and scholars in Iranian history 
commonly admit. Some of the shamanist beliefs and practices 
should have mixed with folklore beliefs and/or entered dervish 
movements and thus influenced their future development, though in 
general the tendency was that the Mongol leaders and their followers 
assimilated little by little to the Islamic entourage, not vice versa. 
Oljeytii's conversion is a brilliant example of this transition period: 
he embodies in one person the passage of Mongol leadership from 
shamanist-inspired Buddhism to Islam and the lingering hesitation 
between the two. 

A more important factor in Sultan Oljeytii's conversion, 
however, seems to have been the affinity between the descent-based 
legitimization of rulership in both Cingizid and Shi'i concepts of 
leadership, which, in the long term, would favor Shi'i over Sunni 

Bausani 1968a, pp. 538-40, and 1968b, pp. 283-302. 
DeWeese 1994, pp. 100-101, fn. 73. 
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Islam as a dynasty-based state religion.109 This is significant for the 
history of the notion of government not only in the region, but for 
the Islamic world as a whole. In this light, it is no surprise that the 
Ilkhanid and Persian sources in their accounts on Öljeytü's 
conversions focus on issues of political and religious legitimacy and 
the reasons why Öljeytü converted, whereas Mamlük sources avoid 
these issues entirely, and focus instead on the consequences of 
Öljeytü's conversion for the Muslim umma, namely fitan, discord 
and local rebellions. 

The conversion narratives studied in this paper contributed to 
reinforce the notion of legitimacy through descent and divine 
incarnation of the ruler—two motives that are prominent in Shi'ism. 
In the long term, these narratives should have been more influential 
for the development and acceptance of Shi'ism in the region than the 
conversion of a single ruler, or even of an entire elite. In this, the 
accounts on Öljeytü's conversion are an exceptional source for the 
study of the politico-religious issues of the time, and the further 
religio-political developments in the region—long after the Ilkhanid 
dynasty had ceased to exist. 

109 Nagel 1993, p. 72. 
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Key to the abbreviations 

(for comprehensive notes see the bibliography) 

Q = Käshäni, fl. ca. 1320 
V = Vassäf, d. 1328 
H = Hamdulläh Mustavfi, fl. 1330 
D = Ibn al-Dawädäri, fl. 1336 
W = Ibn al-Wardi, d. 1348/49 
K = IbnKathir, d. 1373/74 
B = Ibn Battütah, d. 1377 
A = Häfiz-i Abrü, d. 1380 
F = Fasihi/Khäf, d. 1445 (?) 
M = Mirkhvänd, d. 1498 
K = Khvändamlr, d. 1535 (?) 
S = al-Shushtari, d. 1610/11 
M = al-Majlisi, d. 1700 
T = al-Tunakäbuni, d. 1890 
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byzantinischen Konstantinopel. (Vortrag) 1996. 

Nr.9 DALITZ, Renee: The Sewing Machine and the Car. A Critical 
Introduction to Western Feminist Theories of Knowledge. 
(Vortrag) 1996. 

Nr.lOPUSCH, Barbara: Die Umweltdiskussion bei muslimischen 
Intellektuellen und radikalen Grünen in der Türkei. (Vortrag) 
1996. 
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Nr. 11 PFEIFFER, Judith: Twelver Shi'ism as State Religion in Mongol 
Iran: An Abortive Attempt, Recorded and Remembered. 
(Vortrag) 1996. 

Nr. 12 WILD, Stefan: Türken, Araber und Deutsche. Bemerkungen 
zur Entstehung und Bewertung von Völkerfreundschaften. 
(Festvortrag) 1991. (Deutsch-türkische Ausgabe) 

Nr. 13 BUCHNER, Roswitha: Die Photographenfirmen Sebah & 
Joaillier. Das Bild Istanbuls im 19. Jahrhundert. (Vortrag) 
1997. 

Nr. 14 Istanbul-Miniaturen. Zusammengestellt und übersetzt von 
Klaus-Detlev Wannig. Türkisch-deutsche Ausgabe anläßlich 
des 10jährigen Bestehens des Abteilung Istanbul des Orient-
Instituts der DMG. 

Nr.l5LlER, Thomas; PREISSLER, Holger; SCHUBERT; Gudrun: 
Hellmut Ritter und die DMG in Istanbul. Herausgegeben 
anläßlich des 10jährigen Bestehens des Abteilung Istanbul des 
Orient-Instituts der DMG. 
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